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Sport sector experts

Tailored advice for your sport business
Why choose us?
We have built in-depth understanding and experience of the sports and leisure sector from many years of providing high quality,
commercial and practical legal advice to clients. We pride ourselves on identifying our clients’ needs and potential challenges.
As a result of our sector expertise we are fully aware of the demands of a fast moving and rapidly changing sport and leisure operation.
We are one of the few law firms in a position to advise sports and leisure clients on all issues they may face. Our experience in this
sector is market-leading, as acknowledged by The Legal 500 and Chambers and Partners.
Our areas of capability include:
property and stadia matters (including construction and planning);
sponsorship agreements;
athlete agreements;
governance issues;
brand licensing, brand protection and exploitation;
safeguarding policies;
commercial contracts (including kit manufacturing and supply agreements, retail agreements and marketing arrangements);
data protection;
competition issues; and
employment matters.
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A full service offering:

Commercial

Corporate

Our commercial team have industry leading experience
spanning the entire sports sphere, from football clubs,
sports governing bodies, national and international sports
organisations to athletes and leading sports brands. We
advise on drafting and negotiating a vast range of commercial
agreements including merchandising, licensing and
sponsorship agreements, working for both sports bodies
and sponsors. We advise these organisations on how best to
protect and exploit their valuable intellectual property.

Our corporate team recognises that modern sports
organisations operate off the field as a business. The Corporate
team excel at providing advice on corporate matters such as
governance and constitutional issues, company secretarial
support, director/shareholder rights and duties, transactions
and assisting with efficient business planning. We provide
corporate advice to owners, entrepreneurs and investors
in building sports business up from inception or purchase,
through to mergers and acquisitions.

Employment

Commercial Dispute Resolution

Our employment team has unique knowledge of the inner
workings of sports organisations, large and small, and the
human resource issues they face. The team understands that
the HR issues experienced by these types of organisations
can differ from a normal business. Being the main provider
of all employment relations advice to Manchester City FC
and a range of other sports bodies, means the team has rare
experience of the full array of employment issues that HR
practitioners in a sports setting may encounter.

Our CDR team is extremely well versed in interpreting
the rules of sports organisations and has developed niche
expertise in the areas of sports litigation and defamation/
reputation management. Working across all sports
disciplines, the team advises on disputes involving selection
for international competition, injunctions against governing
bodies, allegations of misappropriation of transfer fees, rule
changes, constitutional changes, and disciplinary issues, and
successfully removing defamatory material online.

Construction

Real Estate

Our construction team acts for high profile stadia operating
clients and sports organisations, providing advice on all the
legal requirements and commercial aspects associated with
the development of modern sporting facilities. The team is
nationally recognised as expert in surety law, advising on bond
wordings/disputes in relation to performance bonds, and
drafting indemnities and guarantees issued in connection with
construction projects. We are proud to have taken a leading
role in advising Manchester City FC on the redevelopment of
the Etihad and City Football Academy, the most advanced of
its kind in world football.

Our large real estate team has advised on all aspects of
commercial property matters. The team can support clubs
and organisations with stadia redevelopment and all property
negotiations, transactions, and any disputes. The very
experienced team has worked on a number of large scale
sports stadia regeneration projects, working in conjunction
with development partners. These projects include Lancashire
County Cricket Ground, St Helens RSL, Everton’s Goodison
Park, Everton's Finch Farm training facility, Wakefield Wildcats,
Manchester City's Tunnel Club experience and Manchester
City’s Etihad complex.

Regulatory
Gateley’s regulatory team consists of specialist criminal defence lawyers and is regularly called upon to represent organisations and
individuals in the most serious, high profile cases. The team has a wealth of experience in providing tailored commercial solutions
across the entire breadth of regulatory issues, from corporate manslaughter to fire safety, environmental, food safety, trading
standards and consumer protection.
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Who do we work with?
Our clients include:
ADI.tv

AFC Bournemouth Football Club

Brighton & Hove Albion FC

British Triathlon

British Wheelchair Basketball
Association

Chester Racecourse

Engage Sport Management Limited

English Lacrosse Association

Everton FC

GB Boxing

International Netball Federation

Lancashire County Cricket Club

Manchester City FC

North West Counties Squash League

Pompey Supporters Trust

Sport and Recreation Alliance

Sport England

Supporters Direct

West Ham United FC

Wolverhampton Wanderers FC

World Academy of Sport
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How we've helped our clients
Manchester City Football Club
Manchester City Football Club is a longstanding key client of the firm and we have a permanent secondment at the club.
	We assisted the club in relation to its development of its world leading youth academy, which is one of the few stadium adjacent
academies which incorporates everything from cutting edge training and coaching facilities through to state of the art office space
and accommodation.
	We also acted for the club's parent company, City Football Group (CFG) on its strategic 50:50 joint venture with Goals Soccer
Centres plc, the AIM-listed operator of outdoor soccer centres, with 48 sites, including two in California. The establishment of the
joint venture involved the acquisition of all of Goals' North American operations (including both existing and pipeline sites) by the
joint venture company (JV) and CFG providing multi-million dollar funding to assist the JV with a programme of new site openings
in the US and Canada.

Supporting the Sport and Recreation Alliance (SRA)
	In 2015, we became the SRA’s main legal advisor to their membership of over 320 sports organisations. We fully appreciated their
strategic objective of creating commercial partnerships to offer their members access to a range of products and services. These
partnerships will inevitably increase the value of the SRA’s offering to its membership as a whole.
	We were keen to help them set up their commercial arrangements, and we also recognised the value of providing exclusive legal
services offering for their members. We knew that the legal spend for setting up these arrangements was potentially going to be
significant.
	Our solution for the SRA was to offer a contra-agreement, whereby we provide a specific amount of legal advice, in return for
promotion as an exclusive legal services provider to their membership.

Supporters Direct
	Supporters Direct is a unique set-up providing help to supporters trusts and supporter run football clubs. It is the first organisation
of its kind and has experienced significant growth over the past 5 years.
	To assist the organisation and its member clubs/trusts, we developed an enhanced legal helpline, which was launched in July 2016.
The legal helpline offers a direct telephone number/email address to our specialist sports team. We offer members 30 minutes free
initially, and should the query require more time, we have agreed preferential rates.
	Further, the topic of social media and the law around defamation was highly relevant to Supporters Direct, as supporters often
use social media to express their views. We presented to Supporters Direct at their annual conference, providing advice on how to
avoid and deal with defamatory statements and how to provide ongoing support to members.
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Commercial in sport
Our expertise
Our industry leading experience spans the sports sphere, advising on everything from the protection and exploitation of image rights to
drafting and negotiating a vast range of commercial agreements.
We provide all commercial legal advice to a range of clients and through the use of secondments get to know our sports clients from
the inside.
John Burns is a partner in the commerce, technology and media team and heads up the firm’s sports sector team. John has acted for a
wide range of sports clients including football clubs, agents, athletes and leading sports brands.

Our experience
As regards to major sports events/competitions we have worked on a number of these (including London 2012). Our work in this space
has included drafting and advising upon a wide range of commercial agreements including those relating to event hosting, sponsorship,
broadcasting, intellectual property, outsourcing and participants.

Highlights of our experience include:
Sport remains at the heart of our commercial practice and the team has:
	Drafted the SportPesa main partner and shirt sponsor
agreement and USM Finch Farm training complex naming
rights agreements for Everton FC representing a £75 million
increase in commercial income for the Club.
	Assisted the legal and commercial team at Everton FC with
all commercial deals. Recent highlights include partnerships
with Sure Deodorant, Football Manager, Stubhub, Gatorade,
Davanti Tyres, Coors Beer, William Hill, Sony Pictures, event
management of the Tony Bellew world title fight and the
Club's first ever sleeve sponsorship deal with Angry Birds.

	Advised Ginsters on becoming a lead partner of the English
Football League and main shirt sponsor agreement with
Plymouth Argyle.
	Advised Brighton and Hove Albion FC on its commercial
partnerships.
	Acted for West Ham United FC on their departure from
the Boleyn Ground and continued to assist the club with
commercial matters relating to the renamed 'London
Stadium'.

	Drafted the hosting agreement for the Netball World
Cup 2019 along with associated broadcasting and official
equipment/kit supplier agreements.

	Permanent secondments at Everton FC and Manchester
City FC which allows us to share knowledge at the heart of
each club's commercial operation.

	Appointed as main legal adviser to the Sport & Recreation
Alliance and its 320 members in regard to commercial
matters and receiving funding.

	Advised a number of football clubs, including Everton FC and
MCFC, in relation to data protection compliance and drafting
a range of IT services agreements.

	Drafted unique LED perimeter advertising, equipment and
maintenance agreements between ADI.tv and a number
of football clubs, and advising on implementation of ADI's
revolutionary new virtual hybrid technology system.

	Advised a number of NGBs on data protection, including
British Universities & Colleges Sport and British Amateur
Boxing Association.

	Advised on intellectual property issues regarding
Manchester City FC creating a new club badge and for City
Football Group regarding all licensing and IP agreements
required for the use of its brands for the 50:50 joint
venture with Goals Soccer Centres plc.
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Commercial dispute resolution in sport
Our expertise
We can act on any type of commercial dispute and where early resolution has not been possible, we have the expertise to guide you
through the formal litigation process in a cost-effective manner with pragmatic commercial legal advice to achieve your objectives.
We can assist you with all aspects of dispute resolution, whether that is holding another party to its obligations, protecting your brand
or advising at the outset of post-contractual discussions to avoid a formal dispute arising.
We advise on the full range of disputes including breach of contract and negligence, through to property and agency disputes. We can
also help manage any PR and reputational challenges which arise.
We are passionate about sport and advise clients from an extensive range of sports including football (we advise a number of Premier
League and Championship clubs), as well as boxing, rugby and horse racing. We also advise a number of sports associations including
netball, boxing, wrestling and are currently the honorary legal advisor to the North West Counties Squash League (one of the largest
squash league in the world) where we directly advise the board on all legal matters as well as sitting on its disciplinary panel.

Our experience
Highlights of our experience include:
Our team of lawyers has a breadth of experience when it comes to advising clients in the sports industries, for example our team:
	Successfully advised a football agency in High Court proceedings against a former director in respect of the misappropriation of
player transfer commissions.
	Advised a former Premier League football club manager in relation to multi-million pound claims concerning player transfers.
	Reviewed and completed a report into the anti-doping regime of one of the British teams competing at Olympic level; providing
analysis of the organisation's current anti-doping policies and procedures and recommendations regarding improvements to ensure
the sport remains clean.
	Acted for a leading motorcycle team in a dispute with a former rider.
	Acted on behalf of a County Championship cricket club to successfully resolve disputes concerning the release of players to
participate in the Indian Premier League, where High Court proceedings had been issued.
	Advised a Premier League football club in relation to the termination of various contracts to bring its services in-house.
	Advised MCFC, Everton FC and West Ham United FC on anti-bribery compliance.
	Advised an ice hockey player as to the implementation and interpretation of the IHF’s disciplinary rules.
	Advised British Universities & Colleges Sport in relation to an injunction seeking to postpone the commencement of its playing
season.
	Provided legal support on contentious matters to a number of high participation sports governing bodies such as the British SubAqua Club, British American Football Association and the UK Cheerleading Association (where Gateley's Nick Murrills has been
appointed as independent chairman).
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Construction, planning and real estate
in sport
Our expertise
The transactional team advises on pre-development procurement options through to negotiating and drafting the relevant
development contracts.
These include the main building contract with the contractor, professional team appointments (architect, project manager, quantity
surveyor etc.), sub-contracts, letters of intent and collateral warranties in respect of all parties.
The contentious team has experience with high value disputes in respect of defective contractor works, design faults and payment
disputes.

Our construction experience
Highlights of our construction experience include:
Manchester City Football Club
	City Football Academy: advising on and negotiating the development documents in respect of MCFC’s new training academy
including a stadium, office space and 17 pitches. The building contract value was in tens of millions of pounds and the development
works took place over a two-year period, during which the team continued to advise on the parties’ respective obligations working
closely with the project manager and contractor.
	West Stand - Tunnel Club project: this was a re-design and development of the West Stand at the Etihad Stadium which included a
new premium hospitality suite.
	Etihad South Stand: the team advised on and negotiated the relevant contracts for the expansion of the Etihad South stand.
	We are currently advising the club in relation to all aspects of its stadium refurbishment and management.

Everton Football Club
	Desso pitch: the team advised on the relevant contracts in respect of the fit out of Desso Grassmaster Pitches at Everton’s Finch
Farm Training Centre. Desso pitches are a hybrid of natural grasses combined with artificial fibres and their implementation can
be complex and affected by a variety of factors. As a result particular attention had to be paid to the drafting of the underlying
contracts which the team negotiated for the club.
	Finch Farm Training Centre: this project was an expansion to the existing Finch Farm training facility, which needed to remain
operational whilst the works were being completed.
	Goodison Park: the team was instructed in relation to refurbishment works at the stadium. The stadium remains in operation whilst
the works, which largely relate to cladding, are ongoing.
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AFC Bournemouth Football Club
	We are currently providing advice to the Club on construction of its new training facilities including 10 full size pitches, an indoor
playing surface, and state of the art sports science, medical and fitness facilities along with new office and press conference space.
	We will be advising the Club on the planning, construction and commercial elements of its proposed new stadium.

Our real estate experience
Highlights of our real estate experience include:
	Acted for the British Wheelchair Basketball Association in regard to its lease of office space and use of world class facilities at the
English Institute of Sport in Sheffield.
Assisted with the planning and development aspects of the MCFC Academy, Goodison Park and Everton's Finch Farm.
	Advisors to Preston North End on all real estate transactions including the acquisition of strategic land and advising on the lettings
of the commercial areas of the Deepdale stadium for a private gym, charity HQ and cafeteria.
	Led Lancashire County Cricket Club project for the redevelopment of Old Trafford Cricket Ground. This included £32m of
investment in the 'turning' of the wicket, new pitches, two new grandstands, construction of a state of the art player and media
facilities, extension to the ground's indoor cricket school and public areas and a refurbished pavilion.
	Worked with St Helens RLFC, advising the club in connection with the sale of the Knowsley Road stadium to a residential
development.
	Completed the successful bid by West Ham United Football Club to take over the Olympic Stadium after the 2012 Games. With
London Borough of Newham, WHU formed a joint limited liability partnership which was the successful bidder in a competitive
tender procurement process under European rules let by the Olympic Park Legacy Company. The project involved a partnering
agreement between WHU and Newham to bid for use of the stadium. Areas covered included infrastructure works to convert the
stadium, tenancy matters, management of the stadium, athletics and community legacies and project finance.
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Publishing and media law in sport
Our expertise
We are experts in legal issues which can be experienced in online, literary and music publishing. We provide content and defamation
clearance for a number of high profile publications, such as negotiating contract terms for content creators.
In broadcast media, we regularly advise on television and film production issues, broadcasting law, website content and regulation,
online video content issues, advertising law, social media endorsement and music exploitation across multiple formats.

Our publishing and media law experience
Highlights of our publishing and media law experience include:
Advising a sports PR and celebrity agency on defamation in relation to social media.
	Successfully convincing a major Sunday newspaper to review and tone down the publication of potentially defamatory material
regarding our client, having been instructed within half an hour of the paper going to press.
Advising on content of TV scripts to ensure that they are not defamatory.
Advising numerous sporting personalities and celebrities on the law of defamation.
	Successfully obtaining an injunction refraining the publication of defamatory material on social media within hours of being
instructed.
	Advising Hachette Book Group, in connection with its application to the High Court for an interim injunction against former
licensee Hesperus Press Ltd, to have the latter restrained from infringing the copyright in a bestselling novel.
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Corporate in sport
Our expertise
Our corporate team is one of the largest national teams in the UK and consistently advises on more corporate transactions than other
advisors in the market.
The breadth of experience in our corporate team means we can provide efficient, practical and proactive advice to our clients which
operate in the sports sector. We work with our clients to meet their requirements and our practical experience means we can respond
swiftly to any requests for assistance.

Our corporate experience
Our broad range of experience in acquisitions and disposals, governance issues, private equity, capital markets, funds and restructuring
means that we can offer clear, expert and commercially focused corporate advice to our clients in the sports sector.

Highlights of our corporate experience include:
	We acted for City Football Group (CFG) on its strategic 50:50 joint venture with Goals Soccer Centres plc, the AIM-listed
operator of outdoor soccer centres, with 48 sites, including two in California.
	The establishment of the joint venture involved the acquisition of all of Goals’ North American operations (including both
existing and pipeline sites) by the joint venture company (JV) and CFG providing multi-million dollar funding to assist the
JV with a programme of new site openings in the US and Canada. The deal also provided for the use by the JV of CFG’s
brands, including Manchester City. The transaction involved a range of complex cross-border issues, including the licensing of
intellectual property and assessment of real estate issues in the US.
	We have advised Portsmouth Supporters Society, the largest shareholder of Portsmouth Football Club, on the sale of its
shareholding in the club to Tornante Group, the investment company of Michael Eisner, former CEO of Disney, including
negotiating the terms of the transaction and advising the trust board on the associated constitutional matters.
	We have drafted and redrafted constitutional documents for sporting bodies such as the Football League Community Trust
and the British Table Tennis Association for the Disabled. We have also advised various sports associations such as the British
Amateur Boxing Association and the British Sub-Aqua Club on governance matters.
	We provide advice to Supporters Direct which works for and with supporters of football clubs across England, Wales, Scotland
and Europe. Through Supporters Direct we also provide advice to supporters’ trusts on a broad variety issues, including
funding structures, changes to club ownership, fan representation and constitutional matters and processes.
	We work closely with a number of Premier League and Championship football clubs in relation to constitutional, company
secretarial and joint venture matters.
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Restructuring in sport
Our expertise
Our restructuring and corporate recovery team advise on all aspects of restructuring and insolvency to include rescue, recovery and
review.

Our restructuring experience
We are also often instructed to provide specialist advice on insolvency issues arising within the sport sector through our strong
relationships with banks, finance companies, venture capitalists and the leading insolvency practitioners in the UK and offshore.

Rescue and restructuring
Our mainstream restructuring activity within the sport sector is the provision of pragmatic, commercial solutions-driven advice often
on urgent and complex non-contentious matters such as debt refinancing, institutional and financial reorganisation and restructuring.
We can provide early advice on avoiding insolvency and management strategy for minimising the scope for claims, which typically arise
on insolvency, the appointment of insolvency practitioners, and with administrators, who we can assist with any deals to rescue the
business to maximise value for creditors.

Recovery
We are highly regarded nationally for our highly specialised insolvency litigation practice providing clear strategic advice on pre-litigation
asset protection (to combat the risk of dissipation once litigation commences) through to debt recovery and enforcement. We advise
insolvency practitioners on claims which can be brought (whether contractual, negligence based through the fraudulent/dishonesty
type claims) to recover monies for creditors.

Review
Our vast experience in the above matters has placed us in a unique position to be able to offer our reporting services outside of
insolvency scenarios. For example we are able to undertake investigations for institutions that have concerns over the financial conduct
or management of individuals or entities over whom they have some control. Alternatively it may be the appointment by regulatory
instructions, or secured creditors who have contractual rights, to appoint legal and accounting experts to review the conduct of
institutions they govern or lend to.
Our blend of contentious and non-contentious expertise means that we are positioned to provide a wide range of practical and tailored
legal advice across the sports industry.
The nature of restructuring and insolvency work means that many examples of our work are protected by confidentiality requirements,
however by way of example:
Our non-contentious team has assisted with the restructuring and rescue of sports clubs including:
	- A
 cting for the British Amateur Boxing Association in an advisory capacity in relation to the constitutional requirements required
by the United Kingdom Sports Council and also the ongoing funding of the association.
	- A
 cting on the administration and successful rescue of Northwich Victoria FC to include representation at the Football Conference
Annual General Meeting.
- Reviewing lender security over sports clubs and associations.
	Our insolvency litigation team has advising on the liquidation of a former premier league football club which followed the first
ever administration of a FA Premier League football club that owes approximately £82.5 million to unsecured creditors.
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Employment and pensions in sport
Our expertise
We work with a variety of employers in the sport and leisure field. We understand both the law and how it applies to your sector and we
know how to get you from A to B in a safe and commercially sensible manner, benefitting both you and your people.
We provide straightforward, practical advice, and do not sit on the fence. We want to be considered an extension of your team and will add
value in all of our dealings with you.
We provide a cradle-to-grave service, assisting at all stages of the employment relationship. This includes the preparation of contracts and
policy documents at the outset of the relationship, ensuring that these documents are not simply legally compliant but also reflect the culture
and values of your organisation whilst simultaneously protecting its commercial interests.
We have extensive experience of managing the range of events that can materialise during the employment relationship, including grievances
and the fair but effective management of discipline and intermittent and long-term sickness absence management procedures.
We regularly provide support in respect of large scale HR projects such as changes to terms and conditions of employment, restructuring and
redundancy initiatives and the insourcing or outsourcing of services which attract the TUPE Regulations. We explain the law clearly and in
plain English and work collaboratively with you to get you to where you want to be – on time with no hidden surprises.
Our team also has significant experience representing employers in respect of the full range of employment tribunal litigation including unfair
dismissal complaints, allegations of discrimination and complaints regarding pay. We will provide a clear view in relation to the merit of the
claim and will explore the range of resolutions to that claim at an early stage, whether that be a prompt commercial settlement or the robust
defence of the claim to a hearing.
We also know that commercial reputations and relationships are hard won but can be easily lost. We have a range of services designed to
protect the value of your business from rogue employees; whether the issue is an employee attempting to steal your intellectual property
or confidential information or tapping up your clients and customers we have the expertise to help you protect your business. We have an
outstanding record pursuing actions such as these through the High Court.
We also offer assistance across a full range of business immigration issues involving the recruitment and retention of migrant employees in
the UK. We can even assist your employees with their individual visa and settlement applications.
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Our employment experience
Highlights of our employment experience include:
	We provided advice to a county sports partnership making the move from a ‘hosted’ arrangement with the local council to a newly
formed charitable venture. Our knowledge of the way in which county sports partnerships operate allowed us to provide tailored advice
regarding the potential applicability of the TUPE Regulations and to clearly explain the practical implications of that advice.
	We advise Manchester City Football Club and the City Football Group in relation to all aspects of employment law and employment
relations. We have held this relationship for a number of years and are trusted advisers to the business.
We have advised a number of National Governing Bodies in respect of employment tribunal litigation.
	We have regularly delivered equal opportunities training(and have designed 'E-quality' an interactive training tool for employers on
equality and disability discrimination).
	We provide advice and support to Wolverhampton Wanderers FC on all aspects of employment law. This includes advising the HR team
on employment relations matters as well as on non-contentious matters such as GDPR. We have also supported Wolves in producing
and developing their policies and procedures. We have been able to use the wealth of our experience in the sports sector to tailor advice
and provide support to Wolves during this exciting time in their history.

Our pensions experience
Regular areas of advice include restructuring of pension scheme arrangements, exercise of trustee discretions, liability management
exercises, conflicts of interest on trustee boards and exiting final salary arrangements.
The Gateley pensions team take pride in their approachability and value giving clear, concise and jargon-free advice.
We are involved in drafting a range of documents for clients including governing pension scheme deeds, confidentiality agreements,
Internal dispute resolution responses and due diligence reports on acquisitions.
We are developing joint employment and pension products for entities in the sports sector to ensure that our sports sector clients
benefit from the full range of human resources experience that our firm has to offer.

Highlights of our experience include:
	Advising and negotiating a lower exit payment for a leisure trust leaving a Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS). When the
trust lost a contract awarded to it by the local council it ceased participating in the LGPS. The LGPS actuary calculated an exit
payment of £2.75m. With our advice we negotiated it down to £350,000
	Advising a bookmaker on the recovery of an overpayment from a former member who had been receiving a pension despite having
previously transferred out of the scheme. We worked with the member and his advisers to negotiate a settlement where the
previous adviser had previously failed to engage with the member and his advisers.
Advising a motorsport organisation on deeds documenting changes in trusteeship and changes to the governing documents.
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Regulatory in sport
Our expertise
Achieving regulatory compliance is challenging for any large multi-faceted organisation but the task can be particularly exacting for those
in the public eye. With regulatory authorities increasingly focussed on enforcement and courts more powerful than ever when sentencing, an
organisation's response to an investigation has never been more critical.
Regulatory enforcement can put companies at risk of immediate prohibition on operations, business interruption, eye-watering financial
penalties, increased insurance premiums and revocation of licences, not to mention reputational damage.
Our team advises both corporate and individual clients when subject to a regulatory investigation or prosecution by providing strong
technical, tactical and commercial advice, negating PR damage where necessary. Our lawyers are all highly experienced in incident
response and provide an immediate and proactive approach to crisis management.
As a consequence of the mix of corporate and crime experience amongst the regulatory team members, we are in a unique position
to provide the very best advice for directors, officers and corporate entities in relation to the most serious regulatory investigations.
Between us, we have thousands of hours experience at the coal face, representing individuals and company representatives in
interviews under caution and at the Magistrates and Crown courts.
Regulators routinely encountered include the police, the Health and Safety Executive, the Environment Agency and local authorities and
fire and rescue authorities from across the UK. To this end, we believe our regulatory criminal expertise and experience is second
to none.

Our regulatory experience
Highlights of our regulatory experience include:
	We have acted for several high profile individuals in respect of motoring offences, securing excellent outcomes where avoiding
reputational damage was key.
	Representing sports players for allegations of common assault and GBH whilst playing matches.
	Representing a rugby player at an internal RFU disciplinary, where we challenged a fine and match ban after alleged misconduct on field.
	Successfully acted for an events management business following a near fatal accident involving a minor who had been employed underage. The complex multi-party investigation required proactive steps to place the business in the best possible position to defend the
allegations it faced.
	Advising sports bodies (such as local netball clubs and associated rugby club on a pro bono basis) on safeguarding and child
protection issues.
Advising JD Sports on the use of children and associated safeguarding procedures in advertising campaigns.
	We acted for a business accused by the Environment Agency of failing to comply with its producer obligations in its packaging
regime. We avoided prosecution and associated adverse PR.
	We have successfully defended allegations of breaching the consumer protection legislation to include issues such as advertising
sale items and labelling of clothing items.
	We have acted for a major brand in allegations of breaching food hygiene standards in its supply of drinks and food to consumers at
a high profile city centre venue.
	We have advised on allegations of assaults on the sports field and the possible ramifications in terms of suspension by the relevant
governing body and the likelihood of criminal prosecution.
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Gateley Legal is the business name of Gateley Plc.
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